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Abstract—Control Flow Guard (CFG) is an advanced defense
mechanism by Microsoft, that aims to mitigate exploiting tech-
niques using control flow integrity checks. In this paper we1

present a proposed enhancement of CFG, that adds virtual table
integrity checks which will mitigate most virtual table hijacking
exploits. The proposed defense creates a strong differentiation
between ordinary and virtual functions, thus significantly nar-
rowing the exploit options available when controlling an indirect
virtual call. This differentiation will impose strong restrictions
over current virtual table hijacking exploits, thus significantly
raising the protection CFG can offer to protected programs2.

I. PRELIMINARIES

A. Control Flow Guard Overview

Control Flow Guard (CFG) is an advanced control flow
integrity (CFI) defense mechanism introduced by Microsoft in
Windows 8.1 and Windows 10 [4]. CFG aims to significantly
restrict the allowed control flow in the cases of indirect calls,
and is supported in Visual Studio 2015.

This defense mechanism is based on the fact that during
compilation time the compiler ”learns” where ”legitimate”
functions start, and records these addresses in the compiled
PE header, specifically in the LOADCONFIG section. This
control flow knowledge is used to form a large memory bitmap
during the loading process, a bitmap in which each white-listed
address is encoded as a ”1” bit, while the rest of the memory is
represented with ”0”s. As an efficiency precaution, the bitmap
is compressed in the following elegant way:

• The bitmap is an array of 32-bit bit-flag cells
• The index into the array is done using: address >> 8
• LSBits 3-7 represent the wanted bit in the bit-flag, 5 bits

account for 32 options
• Addresses not aligned to 0x10 will update their bit index

to be odd: bit_index |= 1

A full example can be seen in figure 1. This means that each
0x10 aligned address will be mapped to an even bit, while each
bunch of 15 unaligned addresses will be merged together into
an odd bit. Together with the fact that the compiler aligns the
function’s start address to 0x10, this ensures that the bitmap
marks only the exact beginning of each function, and still
achieves a compression rate of 256 virtual memory bytes into
a single bitmap byte.

1The paper uses ”we” instead of ”I”, since this is the recommended
phrasing, even for a single researcher

2This paper is submitted as part of Microsoft’s ”Bounty for Defense” [2]

Fig. 1. Example of address translation for an unaligned address (at the top)
and an aligned address (at the bottom).

In order to use this CFI knowledge, the compiler adds
a validation check prior to each indirect call (only call
assembly opcode, and not jump opcodes). This function is
stored in ntdll.dll, and exported to the rest of the DLLs.
The function verifies the requested address against the stored
bitmap, while acting as a NOP in case the bit is ”1” and crashes
the program in case the bit is ”0”. The pointer to the bitmap
is stored as a global in ntdll.dll, and both the pointer and the
map itself are set to Read-Only (RO) to block any chance of
changing their content.

B. Virtual Table Hijacking

Virtual Table Hijacking is a term referring to an exploitation
technique in which an adversary modifies the value of a C++
class’s vfpointer to point into a controlled memory region,
instead of pointing to a virtual table. In this controlled memory
region the attacker prepares a ”dummy” table, in which the
entries point into a desired memory address to be used instead
of the original virtual method. When the targeted program will
call a virtual call, the ”dummy” table will be used, a hostile
address will be taken as the virtual call’s destination and the
control flow will shift to the adversary’s desired location.

This exploitation technique allows an attacker to shift the
program’s control flow, and often acts as the start of an
exploitation chain that ends in the adversary running arbitrary
code in the context of the targeted program. As popular pro-
grams, such as web browsers and office editors, are commonly
written in C++ and use virtual inheritance, this exploitation
technique takes a prominent part of common wide-spread
exploits used in targeted cyber-attacks.



C. Organization

Section II presents several drawbacks of the current coarse-
grained CFI policy of CFG, and presents a real life exploit that
bypasses the current defenses. Later on, section III describes
in details the suggested security enhancement, including the
required technical details. We conclude with section IV.

II. CFG DRAWBACKS - VIRTUAL TABLE POINT OF VIEW

A. Coarse-Grained checks

By it’s design, CFG offers only a single bit control flow
protection. This means that in case an attacker can control
the destination of an indirect call, he can choose from every
function, from every loaded library, using every calling con-
vention and having any amount of arguments. A short look
over the CFG-enabled functions from ntdll.dll shows 1723
exported functions, together with 209 inner functions, as tested
over windows 10 version 1607. Since some of these functions
can directly enable a change of the control flow, a black-
list was created and it holds several library functions, such
as longjmp, which are blocked from being used in indirect
calls.

From a virtual table’s point of view, this single protection bit
offers no distinction between ”ordinary” functions and virtual
functions. Although the compiler can differentiate between
these two classes of functions, the CFG bitmap simply lacks
this knowledge. This drawback enables virtual table hijacking
attacks to make use of DLL exported functions, which offer
an attacker a much more desired target:

• DLL-based exploitation is generic and can be used across
different exploits against different targets

• DLL functions offer a strong API that can be beneficial
as part of an attack chain

B. Real life exploit presentation

During July 2015 a flash exploit was discovered and was
assigned the CVE 2015-5119 [5], this exploit was found ”in
the wild”, meaning it was actively used before it was detected.
Several researcher have studied the exploit, that exploited a
”use-after-free” vulnerability in the flash browser plugin, and
enabled an attacker to achieve remote code execution over
the targeted browser. One such researcher showed how to
extend the initial 32bit exploit into a 64bit exploit [1], and
later extended his attack even further and managed to bypass
CFG protection [3].

The original exploit used the ”use-after-free” to allocate a
Vector object instead of the freed flash object, thus enabling
the attacker to use the controlled object to gain arbitrary-
read and arbitrary-write primitives. These were later used
to hijack the Vector’s virtual table to point to the start
of an exploit chain. Since CFG blocks the original exploit,
the extended attack points the hijacked virtual table’s wanted
entry to the VirtualProtect call, from kernel32.dll. By
using this CFG-enabled function, the exploit maps it’s own
memory page to have executable permissions, and achieves a
full CFG bypass. This is due to the fact than any address in this

requested executable page has it’s respected bit turned on in
the bitmap, as the compiler provided no instructions regarding
the ”functions” in this mapped page.

One should notice that the exploitation phase is now more
sophisticated, and requires register-level considerations when
matching a hijacked indirect call to a targeted DLL function.
However, this exploitation highlights a major drawback in the
current CFG design: a single protection bit provides only a
partial control flow protection. In the next section we will show
a proposed enhancement that will address this drawback, and
will significantly strengthen the protection that CFG can offer.

III. PROPOSED CFG ENHANCEMENT

The motivating idea behind the proposed CFG security en-
hancement is trying to embed a more fine-grained control flow
integrity policy, while still using the same bitmap protection
solution. This will hopefully block the exploit presented in the
previous section, an exploit that demonstrated the potential risk
in the current coarse-grained defense scheme.

A. Key notes and Assumptions

Before presenting the technical details, we will first discuss
the 3 key notes and assumptions on which the scheme relies.

1) Distinguishing virtual indirect calls: During compile
time, the compiler distinguishes between indirect calls re-
sulting from function pointers, and between indirect calls
that originating from virtual calls. In the latter, the compiler
generates the code responsible to extracting the vfpointer,
together with the code that access the virtual table, and only
then the indirect call is performed.

2) Virtual table’s static nature: The structure of the differ-
ent virtual tables is known during compile time, and should
not be changed during run time. As a result, most modern
compilers, and especially Visual Studio, place the virtual tables
in Read-Only (RO) memory pages. These pages are commonly
part of the process’s, or DLL’s, read-only globals and so are
also non-executable.

3) CFG’s Bitmap: The main data-structure used in the
current CFG protection mechanism is a large bitmap that rep-
resents the execution permissions of the entire virtual memory
of a current process. While this bitmap encodes significant data
in areas that match executable pages, it’s nature enforces it to
include also ”dark areas” in which non-executable pages will
be seen as a long streak of 0’s in their mapped representation.
Non-executable pages can be represented as unmapped pages
in the bitmap, as is the case with unmapped pages in the
process’s virtual address space. However, the compression
ratio of 256-to-1, together with the need of page alignment in
the bitmap’s virtual allocations, and the fact the the .rdata
section is mapped right after the .text section, means that
these ”dark areas” will most probably be mapped, even if
partially, into the bitmap. In the next subsection we will see
how we can use these ”dark areas” and turn them into an
advantage.



B. Defense scheme

Wrapping together the presented key-notes, we propose the
following protection scheme:

1) CFG’s bitmap will include ”1”s that will mark the start
addresses of virtual tables

2) The compiler will add vfpointer integrity checks in
case of virtual indirect calls

3) Only after the vfpointer was validated will the
virtual indirect call be checked and executed

Since CFG already supports the ability to verify the le-
gitimacy of a specified memory address against the bitmap,
the scheme only widens the protection scope to ensure that
the vfpointer points to a legitimate address. This strict
limitation will drastically limit the exploit options of a ”Virtual
Table Hijacking” attack, while lowering the probability of
using an ”ordinary” function call instead of a virtual call to
practically zero.

This use of ”dark areas” in the already available bitmap,
together with the fact that virtual indirect calls relies on the
use of the additional vfpointer, enables us to store more
than a single bit of integrity metadata. This additional bit is
the base of the more fine-grained CFI policy, which enables
the one-sided differentiation between virtual indirect calls and
”ordinary” indirect calls.

C. Technical Details

The enhancements to the current CFG mechanism are
spread over the entire lifetime of the protected program:
compilation, PE structure, loading and execution.

1) Compilation: During the compilation process the com-
piler needs to inject an additional validation call to the
vfpointer, before every virtual indirect call. This validation
call uses the original CFG validation call from ntdll.dll, and
it uses the vfpointer that is already extracted into a
register so to preform the original indirect call. Since the
compiler already ”knows” where he is supposed to generate
the assembly code for virtual indirect calls, no additional
knowledge is required from him.

2) Linking: During the construction of the resulting .DLL
or .EXE file, the linker should embed additional data into
the PE header. In addition to the current list of CFG-allowed
function addresses, stored in the LOADCONFIG section, there
should be stored all the base addresses of the virtual tables.

3) Loader: During the mapping of the .EXE or .DLL into
memory, the loader creates/updates the bitmap with the data
from the LOADCONFIG section. This step needs no change,
as the change was embedded in the PE header, and the
loader doesn’t need to be aware of the different nature of the
addresses in the PE header’s list.

4) Run-time: The run-time execution of the protected pro-
cess will be changed as the additional validation calls will
guaranty protection to the virtual tables.

5) Compilation Notes: In order to safely integrate the
proposed enhancement, there are some delicate compilation
decisions what should be made. The first, and more obvious

one, is that the virtual tables must be stored in the .rdata
section, that guaranties protection from writing and execution.
The second note is more technical, and is based on the original
alignment decision also described in the first section. Virtual
tables should start at addresses aligned to 0x10, so to ensure
that the ”1”s in the bitmap will be the even bits. These strict
bits will make sure that only the use of the exact virtual table
base address will be allowed by the bitmap. This change will
probably introduce several padding gaps between the tables,
and on a 64bit architecture it will look like:

1) CFG prefers to work on 0x10 (= 16) aligned addresses
2) The virtual table will include entries of size 8 bytes
3) The maximum unused gap will be 8 bytes

And in the expectation it will be only 4 bytes per virtual table.
6) Performance: The performance overhead of the sug-

gested enhancement will only include the cost of the additional
calls to the same integrity check method. The run-time additive
overhead is bound by the original overhead of the CFG
mechanism in case of virtual indirect calls, and has no effect
at all over indirect calls originating from function pointers.

D. Remaining Gaps

The proposed defense scheme can only achieve this one-
sided differentiation, since the C++ standard supports making
virtual indirect calls through ”ordinary” function pointers. This
means that the protection is applicable only to classic virtual
indirect calls, and can not achieve this differentiation the other
way around. Since most high-profile C++ programs, such as
web browsers and editors, makes an extensive use of classic
virtual indirect calls, they can still enjoy the protection the
scheme can offer.

Limiting the scheme to only use the current bitmap does
introduce 3 minor collision:

1) Indirect calls can point to virtual table start addresses
2) Virtual tables can be hijacked to ”legitimate” functions

in the .text section
3) Virtual tables can be hijacked to collide with one another

The 1st collision can’t make any harm since the virtual tables
are located in non-executable pages, and such indirect calls
will only crash the program. The 2nd collision is somewhat
more important, although more difficult to exploit. Exploiting
this collision implies that a hijacked vfpointer should point
to a mapped function and that on the ”table’s” wanted entry
will be stored an address of a legitimate mapped function. This
is a very unlikely situation since the .text is mostly static,
except for loading relocations, which means that the odds of
conflicting with ASLRed functions are very slim. And last,
the 3rd collision is the virtual call’s equivalent of the existent
collisions between mapped functions.

In addition, due to the fact that the proposed scheme heavily
relies on the current CFG mechanism, it suffers from the
same remaining gaps: making the bitmap writable will cause
a total bypass, allocation of executable pages by the project
will enable a virtual table hijacking to the allocated page, etc.



IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown several drawbacks in the
current CFG protection mechanism by Microsoft, and pre-
sented an attack that bypasses them and achieves arbitrary
code execution over the protected program. In order to miti-
gate such virtual table hijacking attacks, we suggest a novel
enhancement of the CFG mechanism, that will ensure a more
fine-grained CFI policy to protect virtual indirect calls. We
described the suggested scheme in details and shown it’s
requirements, advantages, performance costs and remaining
gaps. We hope this enhancement will be merged with the
current state-of-the-art CFG mechanism, thus significantly
elevating the defense it currently offers to protected programs.
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